TriZetto Launches New Shopping and Enrollment Solution
to Help Healthcare Organizations Grow Membership through
the Healthcare Marketplace
DENVER, Colo., July 7, 2016 -- TriZetto, a Cognizant company, today announced the continued
expansion of capabilities within the Health TranZform™ Solution Suite, a new suite of solutions that
enable collaboration across healthcare and break down data silos to inform and engage all healthcare
stakeholders to support the transformation to value-based healthcare models.
The newest capability within the solution suite leverages marketplace shopping and enrolling health
technology provided through the newly formed partnership with Quadrant 4 System Corporation. This
capability enables the convenience of an online marketplace where consumers can shop, enroll, manage
and exchange all benefits-related information to help individual consumers, employers, and groups make
more informed decisions about the cost and quality of their care. It will also enable healthcare
organizations to drive greater levels of operational efficiency and address strategic growth objectives.
"Quadrant 4 is powering a user-friendly shopping and enrollment capability that supports the TranZform
suite’s ability to help healthcare organizations develop new ways to compete and deliver a consumercentric experience in the health insurance marketplace,” said Jude Dieterman, Chief Executive for
TriZetto.
"TriZetto is a strategic partner we identified early on as being the right partner for our solution”, stated Dr.
Nandu Thondavadi, CEO of Quadrant4 System Corporation. “We are excited to bring the strengths of our
technologies together to enable consumers to engage in a user-friendly experience when they are making
important decisions around health benefit options and selecting the right benefit plan to best meet their
specific situation and needs.”
About TriZetto, a Cognizant Company
TriZetto, a Cognizant (NASDAQ: CTSH) company and business unit within
Cognizant’s Healthcare and Life Sciences practice, provides world-class information technology and
service solutions that help payers and providers work more efficiently and collaborate to deliver better
health. Working with more than 350 health plans, TriZetto’s technology solutions touch over half of the
U.S.’s insured population and reach more than 260,000 care providers.
TriZetto’s world-class technology products, in combination with Cognizant’s consulting, IT and business
process services, dramatically simplifies the deployment and adoption of technology and improves
operations. For more information, visit www.trizetto.com.
About Quadrant 4 System Corporation
Quadrant 4 System Corporation (Ticker: QFOR) empowers digital transformation in education and
healthcare through robust Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platforms and highly specialized professional
services. Please visit http://qfor.com for more information.
Quadrant 4’s Health division provides consumer engagement, shopping, enrollment and benefits
administration solutions in a way that brings together a typically disjointed collection of stakeholders,
vendors, partners and users into a cohesive mosaic. Together, it is greater efficiency through technology,
brought to you by QHIX – a platform converging consumer-friendly purchasing, decision-making support,
engagement services, benefits administration and financial management. Explore more
at http://quadrant4health.com/.

